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ABSTRACT
Fear, Embodied is an exploration of an unseen world that frightens and fascinates us. It is a
constant battle between intrigue and disgust, fueled by our insatiable desire for knowledge.
Scientific advancements have historically been fueled by this fear (and secondary fascination) of
the unknown, which prompted the creation of advanced imaging microscopes. This perspective
into the human body is both a blessing and a curse, creating a sliding scale between fear and
fascination.
The onset of COVID19 has sparked a new wave of fear-fueled scientific research. In time, this
fear will fade into fascination, immortalized in the images taken and the stories left behind. Fear,
Embodied focuses on mitigating the involuntary impulse fear when discussing the human
microbiome by recreating scanning electron microscope (SEM) images in a macroscopic scale.
The project employs standard metal fabrication techniques as well as chasing and repoussé, as
the combination of the two allows for a significant amount of volume in the pieces. Additionally,
I utilize a range of patination and other surface techniques to mimic the “false colorization”
found in scanning electron micrographs.
The goal of this body of work is to expose the viewer to images of the human microbiome, both
foreign and domestic, in order to spark fascination. By presenting a series of unrecognizable
forms, the viewer will be subjected to their own curiosity. My intent is for the curiosity to curb
the resultant fear that comes with providing knowledge of the object’s origins. The first
impression formed is often the one that concretes itself into the viewer’s mind.
The project has a propensity to continue forward, given the significant amount of subject matter
left to cover and the ever- increasing database of diseases to be catalogued.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
My research focuses both on the historical narrative and development of fear surrounding disease
and the human body. With regards to the ongoing pandemic, there is a lot of misinformation and
intentional ignorance that has led to misunderstandings and, ultimately, the perpetuation of the
virus. Throughout history, this same running trend has resurfaced; the less we know about a
subject, the more havoc it causes. To understand is to stunt the arrant growth of fear that humans
are prone to. By providing this information in a refined format from respectable sources, I hope
to mitigate any fears that may arise from misinformation.
The work exploits both historical and contemporary metalsmithing techniques, formats, and
surface finishes within the field. The classical format of the brooch is paired with contemporary
imagery of the human microbiome. I combine hydraulic forming with chasing and repoussé to
give volume and precise detail to each piece. Each piece has a different finish to clearly
distinguish them from one another and to contextualize the pieces. For instance, the bone
trabeculae in Microanatomy: A Sampling is coated in white paint to mimic the pale coloration of
bone. Similarly, the gallbladder serosa has a flocked surface to mimic the protective layering.
Each piece has an intentional finish that is meant to add context while drawing the viewer in.
I see my work as an intermediary for insight and as a conduit to expose the viewer to microbes
that are widely viewed as harmful in a safe environment. I cannot alter the human psyche, but I
can work within its confines to relate knowledge in an impartial manner. Too often do we reach
the age of maturity and choose to actively ignore anything corresponding to the body, as if in
some vain hope that by staying uninformed, we will somehow stay healthy. It is not until severe
problems arise that people actively seek to educate themselves on the matter.
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A fundamental understanding of the human body is necessary, yet often times only those who
study its ways can tell you anything about it. The complexity of the subject surely scares many
away, as it had done for myself during my time as an undergraduate student, yet the truth
remains that it is better to be informed. I hope to raise awareness on the importance of educating
oneself, both for preventative measures (as is the case with coronavirus) and for the sake of
better understanding what others are going through.
While I do not doubt that there are countless others within the metals field making work about
the fear and misinformation, specifically that which has surfaced surrounding the COVID19
pandemic, the subject matter is still new enough that none have come to my attention within the
span of this creative project. With that being said, I hope to use the wearable format of the
brooch to spread this information out into the world in a way that can be more easily
incorporated into everyday life. Unlike the sculptural pieces, the wearable sculptures are meant
to be carried with you and worn as a statement piece.
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REVIEW OF INFLUCENCES/ LITERATURE
Given the nature of the project, much of my influence has been based in the literature and history
of scientific advancement. Even after receiving a BFA in Chemistry, there is still much I don’t
understand in regard to the sciences. I have continued my education by performing a grassroots
research into the human body, exploring both foreign and domestic entities. I find some fault
here in our educational system, which lacks the ability to teach us about our own bodies in extent
that would persist after middle school. What we require is not the deeply intricate knowledge that
a physician may require, but rather the basic function and format of things.
Many of the subjects for these pieces were chosen arbitrarily, but all of them have been found
through inspection of scanning electron micrographs. As such, it seemed only right to investigate
the origin of this technology that has so strongly impacted my work.
Parallel to this scientific research is an ever-growing reference archive of likeminded artists
whose focus is also on the unseen. Luke Jerram and David Barnhill’s works explore the unseen
world around us and the patterns in nature, bringing them into existence as sculptural objects.

Literature and Contemporary Media
Much of my childhood, and indeed a significant portion of my adulthood, has been spent
searching out anything that could possibly be categorized under the genre of “horror”. From
movies to video games, my time has always been divided to include this indulgence. There are
many others who enjoy the same genre, who seek out the “things that go bump in the night”. But
why? What is it that drives us to be fascinated by these abject horrors, to actively seek out what
instills us with objectively unnecessary fear?
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In psychology, it is a wellknown concept that humans
have five primordial fears
which fall under what Dr.
Karl Albrecht dubs the
“Feararchy”: Extinction,
Mutilation, Loss of
Figure 1: The Feararchy, Karl Albrecht, 2007

Autonomy, Separation, and

Ego Death. The core of my thesis is centered in Mutilation: the fear of bodily harm, either
through infection or physical damage. To some degree, the fear of the human body also stems
from the fear of Loss of Autonomy in that, despite controlling oneself on a macroscopic level to
some degree, you have little to no control over yourself on a microscopic level. In fact, there are
“approximately 10 times as many bacterial cells as human cells in the human body”, meaning
that the idea of oneself is actually a misconception. 1 It would be more accurate to recognize the
human body as a co-habitation, but the mere mention of this idea often sends people into a panic.
This heavily relies on the falsehood that if you cannot see it, it doesn’t exist, which starkly
contrasts with humanity’s fear of the unknown. This becomes a hard battle between pure
innocence and willful ignorance.
Exposure to these things often comes from outside sources, enticing viewers in with harrowing
storylines and falsified diseases. Franchises such as Resident Evil and The Walking Dead have
arisen and continue to flourish on the fears of their viewers. These games capitalize on coupling
the fear of infection with that of loss of autonomy in a “zombie outbreak” thriller. The

1

“Bacteria”
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effectiveness of these stem from the elements of truth, such as the cordyceps fungus from The
Last of Us and Plague Inc’s use of a realistic epidemic modeling that allows the virus to adapt
and travel through real transport systems. Exposure to these types of contemporary media can
lead to morbid curiosity for some while for others it is terrifying to the point that they avoid it.
The falsely perpetuated fear can lead to a significant amount of willful ignorance or, in some
cases, misinformation. This same fear can be found in the misinformation that is often spread
regarding mental illness, especially in contemporary media. Illnesses such as dissociative
identity disorder (DID) are often villainized and become spurned in the real world because of a
poorly made visual representation that concretes itself into people’s minds. They accept this as
the truth, rather than seeking out the proper information on it, because this is their first and
possibly their only encounter with the information.
On January 21st, the first case of coronavirus was reported in the United States. It was not until
January 31st that the World Health Organization (WHO) issued a global emergency, only the
sixth time to occur in history. Cases continued to climb drastically. March 11th, the WHO
declares COVID-19 a pandemic. At the moment of writing this paper, the total number of cases
is over 30 million with a startling 544k deaths. Worldwide, the cases total 124 million and a
whopping 2.74 million deaths. These numbers will no doubt continue to climb until herd
immunity is reached and are going to forever be recorded in history and the minds of those who
lived through it. To pretend that this pandemic has not found its way into every facet of life
would be a falsehood and, given my own experiences during the quarantine, I found it difficult
not to speak about it in my work.
Indiana’s shelter-at-home order came into effect before March 29th. This lockdown continued on
into the summer before my final year. At the time, I hadn’t developed a clear idea of what the
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project was going to be and no way to work through ideas. I had no studio access, I was trapped
at home alone, and I was bored. This boredom was abated only through the solace of literature.
The pandemic was something that I was interested in, so I decided to do some deeper research
into virulent microbiology. The first text to draw my attention was Michael Oldstone’s Viruses,
Plagues, and History. Detailed inside is a timeline of illness and the subsequently parallel history
of scientific advancements made throughout the course of recorded human history. He also
provides an overview of virology and immunology before methodically detailing all of the most
prevalent virus outbreaks, including an extensive list of references for further research. This was
the conception point of my thesis.
Oldstone’s opening claim is that “… woven into the fabric of the history of viral plagues are the
fear, superstition, and ignorance of humankind”. 2 This powerful line is largely the basis for my
thesis work. For every great threat of disease that the world has been faced with, it has fought
back with its own home-made remedies and scientific advancements. Some of these, like the
vaccination of smallpox, were discovered simply by accident. Others required years of testing
and scientific advancement to solve. Some still have yet to be conquered and continue to take
thousands of lives a year. It is with some reluctance that I admit that the widespread nature of a
disease largely effects its funding and, ultimately, its probability of being “cured”. Often,
humanity requires legislation to be written and enforced before the severity of the situation can
dawn on them, especially when the subject of said legislation has yet to enter their personal
bubble.

2

Michael Oldstone, Viruses, Plagues, and History. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 9.
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The fear of biological warfare has only risen with advancements in technology, an underlying
fear masked by fascination. The truth of the matter is that “virulence factors are encoded within
the genes of a virus and can be manipulated by present day technology to increase in potency
beyond anything nature has yet provided.” 3 This, combined with the tenuous nature of our
nation’s relationship with the world at large, has led many to let their imagination run wild. The
(fairly unsubstantiated) notion that we may suffer biological warfare is one that has been played
out in movies such as “The Crazies” and “Contagion”, each film providing a new and terrifying
disease to wreak havoc among mankind when in reality, the dangers of creating such a thing
would far outweigh the benefits.
“Since 1969, thirty-nine new pathogens have emerged including SARS, HIV, and Ebola.” 4 This
number has no doubt risen since the book was written nearly a decade ago, emphasizing an ever
adapting and expanding host of diseases. If we cannot learn and adapt alongside this perpetually
progressing force, then we are doomed to extinction. This is, perhaps, a dramatic approach to the
concept. Realistically, humanity has been adapting alongside pathogens for hundreds of
thousands of years and will most likely continue to do so. It is also important to note that this
does not consider that only recently have we been able to identify new diseases due to
innovations in the scientific community. The possibility is high that these have existed for quite
some time and have only recently been catalogued.
In The Science of Fear, Dan Gardner confirms that the human lifespan has significantly
increased, and, despite the ever-increasing worries, fewer people are developing chronic
illnesses.

3
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He discusses the distinction between source: how people will pay to soak up the

Oldstone, 54.
Ibid. 200.
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sun’s rays but are terrified of radiation from Chernobyl even though the more than 1 million
Americans are diagnosed with skin cancer each year, yet the root of the problem is the same 5.
This is similar to how we treat Coronavirus versus how we treat Influenza: from 2018 to 2019,
there were 35 million cases of the flu, and 34,157 deaths, yet we know that we have a vaccine for
this, and we have known about the flu since it was isolated in 1933, so it does not show up in the
media. The “Example rule” plays a big part in this. It states that if an event is readily recallable,
then it must be more likely to occur again, and to you 6. Because deaths from the flu are so rarely
broadcast, they are less easily recalled and therefore less likely to occur. On the flip side, because
media is constantly broadcasting coronavirus deaths during the pandemic, then the likelihood of
contracting the virus is higher. This false correlation leads to an unnecessary amount of fear
being spread and preyed on by media.
The history of the scanning electron
microscope is, quite frankly,
disheartening. Upon its initial conception
in the early 40’s, the results were not
justifiable for commercial exploit and, as
such, the original project was discarded.
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It was only when C. W. Oatley began

working on the project in 1948 with the
Figure 2: Early SEM of Kaolin
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. Dan Gardner, The Science of Fear: How the Culture of Fear Manipulates Your Brain. (New York: Plume, 2009),
11.
6
Ibid. 53-54.
7
Peter W. Hawkes, The Beginnings of Electron Microscopy, FL: Academic Press, 1985. 446.
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assurance of commercial manufacturing that the project was funded into fruition. Even then, the
project took thirteen years to complete. 8
The SEM is certainly not the first microscope of its kind. Previous to its inception, the
transmission electron microscope (TEM) was center stage. TEM is a 2D imaging microscope
that, while useful for viewing the crystal structure and morphology of a sample, did nothing to
explore the surface. In fact, the TEM specifically required thin samples lest chromatic aberration
(the bending of light caused by the microscope lens) ruin the image. 9 The SEM was created to
combat this, providing a 3D image of the sample through processing the electrons that are
reflected or knocked off of a sample, rather than the ones that passed through it. Nowadays,
image clarity up to 1nm can be achieved. This shift from 2D to 3D opened a new world of
interactions to observe and led to the expansion of biology as we know it today.

8
9

Ibid. 447.
Ibid, 447.
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Figure 3: Falsely Colored SEM of Coronavirus
The micrographs play the role of muse and reference for my work, unveiling the fantastical yet
factual world that resides within us and the world around us. These images are often falsely
colored in order to create a distinction between disparate objects that simply is not visible in
greyscale, as well as a distinguished difference between the peaks and valleys of a threedimensional scan. Yet, it is through this false colorization that true fascination and fear is bred.
There is nothing quite like the visceral reaction of seeing a micrograph of human skin for the
first time. This, of course, is amplified and contextualized through the use of false colorization.
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ARTISTIC INFLUENCES
Luke Jerram
Using the clarity and ethereality of glass,
Luke Jerram’s COVID19 aims to
communicate the nature of the current
pandemic worldwide. This work is the
most recent in Jerram’s sculptural Glass
Microbiology series that depicts major
diseases from Ebola to Salmonella in an
Figure 4: COVID 19, Luke Jerram 2020

accurate but non-threatening manner. 10

This body of work focuses on informing the viewer while also mitigating their fears using the
clarity of glass. Scale also plays a large part in this, taking the unknown/unseen threat and
transforming it into a tangible, visible object: in this case a glass sculpture measuring just over
nine inches in diameter. As humans, we relate to objects within our scale range more readily than
those that are microscopic or monumental. Taking a microscopic object and bringing it into a
normalized scale helps us relate to it and allows for us to more readily recall the imagery
associated with it.
Knowledge is a double-edged sword; it can instigate fear, or it can provide power over it. The
deciding factor between these two is the form through which the knowledge is imparted. My
work aims to go one step further than Jerram, instilling a normal amount of fear into the viewer
while also informing them of the reality they must face.

10

Luke Jerram, “About”.
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David Barnhill
David Barnhill’s work was my first
introduction to both raising and chasing and
repoussé. The clarity of detail attainable
through moving a singular sheet of metal
was enticing. The process is direct, precise,
and controlled: all aspects of my scientific
background that I draw from when making
my own work.
Barnhill’s solo work is focused on
representing patterns in nature through

Figure 5: The Artifact, David Barnhill, 2019

volumetric abstracted forms, often times
creating sculptural objects that bear just enough resemblance to the original inspiration. His work
“revolves around creating mokume gane [through] the use of liquid phase, solid state, and other
highly scientific processes.”11 Barnhill focuses heavily on the science behind the craft, often
spending a large portion of time simply creating the metal with which he intends to raise. For
example, mokume gane is a process wherein layers of metal are laminated and distorted to form
a wood grain. From there, he spends another span of time raising and then finally detailing these
objects, imbuing them with precision.

11

David Barnhill, “About David Barnhill”.
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I find kinship in the scientific mindset Barnhill shows in both the subject and the creation of his
work. These same patterns, specifically those on a microscopic level, are what drew me to delve
deeper into the world of scientific imaging. The precision with which he approaches each of his
pieces also led me to hone my craftsmanship in an attempt to emulate.
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DESCRIPTIONS AND IMAGES OF THE ARTWORKS
Fear, Embodied is an installation divided into two spaces: a front area with a sculptural
installation and a back area with three wearable sculptures, each installed on the wall. The two
spaces are divided by a plastic curtain, reminiscent to a quarantine zone, and an entryway that
serves as a decontamination station. The decontamination station utilizes six ionizer sprayers
filled with a low concentration of a hypochlorous acid-based disinfectant. The sprayers are
motion-sensitive and are set to go off whenever the viewer passes from the front room into the
back room. This marks a distinct transition from the domestic bodies into the foreign bodies.

Figure 6: Partition Between the Spaces
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Figure 7: Decontamination Station (Entrance)
There are two distinct forms in which these artworks exist: wearable and sculptural. Every piece
in the “quarantine zone” is wearable; however, they utilize a very specific format: the brooch.
Brooches are uniquely independent of the body in that they rely on clothing instead and come
closest to being independent sculptural objects. 12 The context of the brooch is important in my

12

Daniela Malev, To the Point: Pin Mechanisms and Brooch Back Design (Winterwork, 2017), 17-21).
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work because of its inherent connection to the body, but also relying on its separation from the
body to provide the viewer with that sense of security. It is akin to having a glove to touch an
object versus touching it bare-handed. The viewer is meant to imagine themselves covered in
these brooches as a type of exposure therapy.

Figure 8: Microanatomy: A Sampling (Glass Panels)
Each of the pieces in the exhibition is accompanied by an informative element. For the wearable
sculptures, this exists in the form of an 18” x 24” etched pane of glass. Each pane includes a
definition and a series of statistics and facts that correspond to the subject. The panels are
didactic in tone, with the intent to inform the viewer.
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Figure 9: Malignant Neoplasms(Installation View
Malignant Neoplasms, like all of the invasive bodes, utilizes multiples to fuel the concept of a
swarm. When placed on the body, the intrusiveness is emphasized. This is all countered directly
by the soft, plushy surfaces and the unassuming warm color palette. Each brooch is like a tumor,
growing on the wall and weighing it down with the implied illness. The main body of the brooch
is a small, raised form that is then chased to add texture. From there, several nodules of bronze
are tap and died so that they can be attached to the main piece after they have been flocked
individually. This allows for a distinct separation of color and for the nodules to stand off from
the main form.
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Flocking is a technique in which a tacky colored paint is applied to the surface of the metal.
Afterwards, the piece is bombarded with nylon or rayon fibers to adhere the soft filaments onto
the surface. Once it has been allowed to dry, the finish is durable but has a soft velvety texture to
it.

Figure 10: Neutrophils Versus Staphylococcus (Installation View)
Neutrophils Versus Staphylococcus depicts our body’s natural defense against illness, the white
blood cell, combatting the staphylococcus bacteria. The cells are formed and textured in a pitch
pot before attaching brass balls and pin stems. Afterwards, they are spray painted a soft lavender,
the typical color used in SEM micrographs for whites. The bacteria are then revealed by
removing the paint from the brass balls. As for the glass panel accompanying this piece, it is the
only one that required a breakdown between the positives and negatives of the subject. This is
because bacteria occur so widely across the world and in such varying forms that they can be
both invasive outside-sourced bacteria as well as being helpful bacteria in the human gut.
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Figure 11: Coronavirus on Erythrocytes (Installation View)
Coronavirus on Erythrocytes incorporates the recognizable imagery of the red blood cell with
the seemingly harmless inclusion of granulation to mimic the growth of virus particles. The
current pandemic has spurred a new fear of viruses along with a healthy addition of SEM images
to depict the newest invasive microbe. The sheer number of cells represents the breadth of the
pandemic’s reach and the weight of the situation. Each hollow-formed object is powder coated a
textured red to mimic the surface of a red blood cell. The virus particles are represented by fine
silver granules soldered onto the surface. Each cell also has a nickel pin stem that allows it to be
pinned into the wall and situated to appear as if moving. Of all the pieces in the show, this one
has the most time dedicated to it. I felt as though the magnitude of the pandemic needed to be
expressed through sheer number. Additionally, the piece is situated on a wall opposite the corner
where both the cancer and bacteria pieces are located, giving it a larger space with more
emphasis. The panel that accompanies this piece is one that includes the case and death count the
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day before the show went up, the 2020 timeline of important events, the symptoms of COVID,
and the preventative measures that should be taken to prevent the spread.
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Figure 12: Microanatomy: A Sampling (Installation View)
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Microanatomy: A Sampling is a collection of domestic bodies separated into three steel trees.
They are contained, catalogued, and displayed in a clean, impersonal format, emphasizing their
sterility and harmlessness. Each sculptural piece is unique from the others and provides a survey
of the human body’s vast textures and surfaces. The objects themselves are sliced and mounted
specimens, prepared as if they are to be viewed under the scanning electron microscope. The
overall arrangement is akin to a recreation of an image found inside the human body.
The back of each specimen incorporates a pierced design of a tessellated silhouette unique to the
sample. The silhouette’s function is twofold; first, it implicates the corresponding sample site,
probing the viewer to make the connection between the two. Secondly, it serves as a visual key
that corresponds to the info panels area, a series of etched glass squares that provide facts. These
allow the viewer to engage with the work at their own speed, giving an element of play to the
piece that requires time and some patience to discover.
Tap and died bezels are used to mount each piece securely into its holder. The bezels have a
beveled edge and are powder coated chrome to mimic scientific equipment. The mounts are
designed exactly like a standard support stand used in laboratories, with rubber-buffered clamps
for the bottom and top of each piece to be tension-fitted in between. The thumb screws and freeswinging joints allow for extensive adjustability and rearrangement.
The glass panels accompanying each of these pieces have only a small fragment of text that
covers the basics of what the corresponding organ is and does, as well as an interesting fact.
These panels are arranged in a 3 x 3 grid to feel more structured and official. The glass panels
have all been darkened using printmaking ink in order to create contrast against the white walls
of the gallery.
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Each of the pieces in Fear, Embodied is its own installation; they can all function as separate
entities, but when displayed together with a distinct separation, it contextualizes the content. The
interchangeability of Microanatomy: A Sampling allows me to continuously create, add, subtract,
and replace pieces for an ever-expanding sampling. It is both a sampling of the human body and
also of the breadth of my craft. The diversity of metals is as wide as that found in the human
body.
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CONCLUSION
Fear, Embodied strives to mitigate the fear associated with the human microbiome through the
transfer of information. The work aims to fascinate the viewer with well-crafted, representational
objects before providing them with unbiased information. The etched glass panels that
accompany each piece throughout the project are as important as, if not more important than the
objects themselves to this end. The pieces all play the role of lure whereas the glass panel
provides all of the impact of the project through information. I do not believe one could exist
without the other, however, as it would be difficult to hold the viewer’s attention without some
form of dimensional visual stimulus. The two visual elements work in conjunction to intrigue
and educate the viewer.
The distinct separation between domestic and foreign bodies, emphasized by the change in tone
that occurred when passing through the decontamination station, played a pivotal role in
experiencing the levity of the wearable sculptures. Their importance is emphasized again through
their bolstered numbers and the larger glass panels of information. Each piece also has its own
space on a separate wall, furthering this distinction.
Moving forward from this exhibition, I hope that the pieces can begin to circulate throughout the
community and become lures for others, so that those wearing them can pass on the information
they have gained within the exhibition. I cannot guarantee that these things will come to pass, but
I can hope that the setup that I created and the information that I displayed was simple and
coherent enough to stick with the viewer so that they will pass it on.
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EXHIBITION STATEMENT
Fear, Embodied is an exploration of an unseen world, that of the human microbiome, that
frightens and fascinates us. It’s a constant battle between intrigue and disgust, fueled by our
insatiable desire for knowledge. Scientific advancements have historically been fueled by this
fear (and secondary fascination) of the unknown, which prompted the creation of advanced
imaging microscopes. I was exposed to these images for four years while earning my BFA in
Chemistry and, over time, developed a fascination with them.
The work is divided into two distinct formats: domestic bodies and foreign bodies. This
distinction is emphasized by the physical separation of a hanging curtain as well as the format of
the work. The domestic bodies are sculptural objects recreating scenes within the body. In
contrast, the foreign bodies are wearable sculptures, growing and battling for a foothold within
the body. The wearability of these objects acts as a form of exposure therapy.
Metal is an enduring material, it can provide high levels of detail yet still be interacted with,
which is necessary for a wearable. This high level of detail is achieved through a combination of
industrial forming and chasing and repoussé, an ancient technique using a pot of warmed pitch
and steel punches to move the metal around.
The objective of this body of work is to expose the viewer to images of the human microbiome,
both foreign and domestic, in order to entice. By first using a meticulously crafted recreation of
largely unrecognizable content, the viewer will be subjected to their own curiosity. My goal is
for the viewer to come away with curiosity that will curb the resultant fear that comes with
providing knowledge of the object’s origins. As Franklin D. Roosevelt once said, “the only thing
we have to fear is fear itself”.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITlONAL PHOTOGRAPHS

Figure 13: Coronavirus on Erythrocytes (On the Body)
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Figure 14: Leukocytes Battling Staphylococcus (On the Body)
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Figure 15: Malignant Neoplasms (On the Body)
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Figure 17: Gallbladder (Front)

Figure 18: Gallbladder (Back)
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Figure 19: Uterus (Front)

Figure 20: Uterus (Back)
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Figure 21: Lungs
(Front)

Figure 22: Lungs
(Back)
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Figure 23: Stomach (Front)

Figure 24: Stomach (Back)
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Figure 25: Liver (Front)

Figure 26: Liver (Back)
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Figure 27: Heart (Front)

Figure 28: Heart (Back)
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Figure 29: Bones (Front)

Figure 30: Bones (Back)
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Figure 31: Sweat Pore (Front)

Figure 32: Sweat Pore (Back)
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Figure 33: Neuron (Front)

Figure 34: Neuron (Back)
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